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ABSTRACT: A growth cell suitable for microscopic in situ
observation of well-controlled crystal growth from the vapor phase
is used to study the heteroepitaxial growth of anthraquinone
crystals on a (100) NaCl substrate. In this, the morphology,
orientation, nucleation, and growth rate of the crystals is studied
as a function of driving force, Δμ/kT. At the lowest Δμ/kT, the
crystals are block-shaped and show no preferential orientation
with respect to the substrate. Increasing the driving force leads to
the growth of oriented block- and needle-shaped crystals, which
nucleate from macrosteps on the substrate. At the highest Δμ/kT,
crystals nucleate on the ﬂat surface areas or at monatomic steps on
the substrate, resulting in a dramatic increase in epitaxial needle density. Growth rate measurements show an exponential
behavior as a function of Δμ/kT. In all cases, the supply of growth units proceeds via surface diﬀusion over the NaCl substrate
surface toward the anthraquinone crystals. At the lowest Δμ/kT, growth is partly limited by integration of the growth units at
the crystal surfaces. At intermediate driving force, kinetic roughening sets in, leading to rounded needle tips. At the highest
supersaturation, growth is completely governed by the supply of growth units via surface diﬀusion, leading to tip splitting as a
consequence of morphological instability.
1. INTRODUCTION
Heteroepitaxy is the oriented growth of a monocrystalline layer
on top of a foreign single crystalline substrate. Basically, this
epitaxy can be realized by three diﬀerent mechanisms.1−3 If the
lattice mismatch between the substrate and grown layer is
minimal, then a coherent crystalline ﬁlm forms by a layer by
layer process. This growth mode, known as the Frank−van der
Merwe process,1−3 is the most studied one and ﬁnds many
applications in the semiconductor industry, e.g., GaInAs on
GaAs for LED and laser production.4 If the lattice mismatch is
somewhat larger, ﬁrst, a few coherent molecular layers are
formed, but due to accumulation of stress, their further growth
is inhibited. Then, following Stransky−Krastanov, oriented 3D
nuclei are formed on top of this layer, which expand and
coalesce to a closed layer.1−3 In a number of cases, the oriented
3D nuclei are directly formed on the substrate without an
intermediate layer (Volmer−Weber process1−3). Growth of
single crystalline layers of GaN via coalescence of 3D nuclei
using a buﬀer layer on top of a sapphire substrate has been well
exploited in the production of blue LEDS and lasers.5−7
The epitaxial growth of organic crystals on inorganic
substrates generally proceeds via the Stranski−Krastanov and
the Volmer−Weber mechanisms. Pioneering work on many
diﬀererent substrate−guest systems has been performed by
Sprangenberg, Neuhaus,8 Willems,9 and Sloat and Menzies10 in
the ﬁrst half of the previous century. In their studies, attention
was mainly paid to the geometrical and crystallographic
relationships between the 3D guest crystallites and the
substrate. After this period, the epitaxy research shifted toward
the layer-by-layer growth of inorganic materials for semi-
conductor applications. With the emergence of organic
materials for semiconductor and optoelectronic applications,
however, interest in organic epitaxy revived in the last few
decades. Two examples are the growth of para-sexiphenyl11
and sexithiophene12 crystals on KCl (100). Extended reviews
on the epitaxial growth of organic compounds on organic and
inorganic crystal substrates are given by Simmbrunner et al.13
and Evans and Spalenka.14 A major issue today is also the
oriented growth of 2D self-assembling molecular monolayers
on inorganic substrates.15−20 This aspect, though, is not
considered in our paper, which concentrates on 3D epitaxial
nucleation and growth.
Most studies on the 3D epitaxial growth of organic crystals
were static and conﬁned to establishing a crystallographic and
bonding relationship between the guest and host.21−28 Less
attention was given to the kinetics of nucleation and the
mechanism of subsequent growth of the 3D germs on top of
the substrate. Neuhaus and several other investigators have
shown that anthraquinone deposited on cleaved (100) NaCl
surfaces forms well oriented needles with their length direction
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parallel to the [011] and [01−1] directions on the
substrate.8,29−31 In these studies, attention was mainly focused
on the crystallographic match and minimization of the
interfacial energy. In our paper, we investigate the epitaxial
crystallization of anthraquinone on (100) NaCl surfaces from
the vapor phase under well-controlled conditions (Figure 1).
This is realized by direct observation of the nucleation and the
subsequent growth process as a function of supersaturation
using optical microscopy. The optical in situ observations are
supplemented by atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diﬀraction. The results
obtained are interpreted using diﬀerent crystal growth models,
involving, among others, 3D epitaxial nucleation and surface
diﬀusion. In this way, insight is obtained in the epitaxial growth
of organic crystals on foreign substrates.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Driving Force. For crystal growth from the vapor, the
dimensionless driving force, Δμ/kT, is given by
i
k
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y
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eq (1)
with P and Peq the actual and the equilibrium vapor pressures,
respectively. If vapor transport of material from the source at Tsource to
the growing crystals at Tsub is fast, growth is completely determined by
surface kinetics. Using Peq ∝ exp(−ΔHevp/RT), one then obtains a
driving force
μΔ =
Δ Δ
kT
H
R
T
T T
evp
source sub (2)
with ΔT = Tsource − Tsub.
The sublimation (evaporation) enthalpy ΔHevp of anthraquinone is
26.7 kcal/mol in the temperature range of 300 to 360 K,32 which is
used in our experiments.
2.2. Growth Cell. A growth cell suitable for microscopic in situ
observation of well-controlled crystal growth processes from the vapor
is used. This growth cell, shown in Figure 2, has been detailed in ref
21. In brief, the sodium chloride substrate is placed on the central
cylindrical stage in the cell. The temperature of the substrate, Tsub, is
measured by a thermocouple clamped on its top face and is controlled
by a Peltier heating/cooling element (±0.1 K). A large excess of
anthraquinone source material is placed around the central substrate
stage and is kept at Tsource within 0.1 K using a thermostated water
ﬂow around the cell. The cell is connected to an oil diﬀusion pump,
which keeps the total pressure in the cell below 0.01 Pa. In this way,
the vapor pressure of the anthraquinone in the whole cell volume is
determined by the equilibrium pressure at Tsource (6.3 × 10
−4 Pa at
325 K), and for a given Tsub, Δμ/kT can now readily be calculated
using eq 2. To ensure that pumping does not cause large amounts of
source material to be removed from the cell, a diaphragm (⌀ = 1 mm)
is placed between the pump and the cell. The growth cell is covered
by a sapphire window, through which the growth of the crystals can
be monitored using a reﬂection optical microscope (Nikon Microphot
FX) equipped with a CCD camera. This allows measuring growth
rates by analyzing a sequence of pictures of the growth process
recorded at known time intervals.
2.3. Experimental Procedure. Experiments were performed
using ﬁxed source temperatures, Tsource, between 313 and 333 K, and
the supersaturation Δμ/kT was varied from 0.3 to 2.3 by control of
Tsub.
The {100} substrate crystals were obtained from a large melt grown
NaCl single crystal (Korth Kristalle GmbH), which was cleaved into
pieces of 4 × 4 mm2 and 2 mm thickness. Cleavage, sample
preparation, and postgrowth examination were done in a room with
relative humidity (RH) below 40%. Around and below this RH, the
ﬁrst monolayer of water on top of the {100} NaCl faces is “frozen,”
and no step mobility occurs.33,34 Anthraquinone powder (97%,
Aldrich) was used as a source material.
Prior to growth, the cleaved NaCl substrate was clamped onto the
substrate holder in the cell by the thermocouple to ensure a good
thermal contact. After placing an excess of anthraquinone powder
around the central stage, the cell was closed and evacuated. The
temperature of the cell and the substrate was raised to the desired
value of Tsource, keeping Tsub > Tsource to avoid preliminary
crystallization on the substrate. Then, the substrate temperature was
lowered within 2 min to obtain the appropriatestablesubstrate
temperature, Tsub. The growth runs were stopped by venting the cell
with air, which nearly completely blocks the transport of
anthraquinone. This prevents a shut-oﬀ eﬀect by which the substrate
becomes covered by unwanted anthraquinone material.35
2.4. Characterization Methods. Aside from in situ recording
using reﬂection optical microscopy during growth, the anthraquinone
crystals were also examined after removal of the substrate from the
cell. The ex-situ examinations were performed using optical
polarization microscopy (Leica DM RX), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). SEM was
performed to obtain quantitative information on the 3D morphology
of the crystals. Prior to SEM, the specimens were sputter coated with
a thin ﬁlm of Pt−Pd. Analysis of the growth mechanisms of the
diﬀerent anthraquinone faces was performed using contact mode
AFM. For this, a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III, equipped with
Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph showing a Mondriaan-like
pattern of oriented anthraquinone crystal needles grown from the
vapor on top of a (100) NaCl substrate.
Figure 2. Vapor growth cell. (1) Microscope objective, (2) vacuum
outlet plus diaphragm, (3) thermostated water inlet, (4) thermo-
couple for substrate temperature control, (5) Peltier element plus
water cooling, (6) sapphire window, (7) thermostated water outlet,
(8) thermocouple for substrate temperature, Tsub, measurement, (9)
substrate, (10) source material, (11) thermocouple for Tsource
measurement. Outer diameter growth cell, ∼10 cm.
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silicon nitride cantilevers with spring constants ranging from 0.1 to 0.5
N/m, was used. X-ray diﬀraction was used to determine the relative
orientation of the anthraquinone crystals on the (100) NaCl
substrate.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Epitaxy and Morphology. More than 200 experi-
ments have been performed. A selection of results at diﬀerent
driving forces, recorded by optical microscopy, is shown in
Figure 3a−d.
For Δμ/kT < 0.25, no epitaxial growth was found, and the
grown anthraquinone crystals were randomly oriented on the
substrate surface (Figure 3a). We think that, here, nucleation
occurred at foreign particles on the surface, possibly some
nano- or micrograins originating from NaCl cleavage or spilled
from the source material. The density of the nuclei is low.
At driving forces Δμ/kT > 0.25 and vapor temperatures,
Tsource, between 313 and 333 K, epitaxial growth was observed,
with slowly increasing crystallite densities for increasing Δμ/
kT. The majority of the needle crystals were oriented with their
needle axis parallel to the two <011> directions on the (100)
NaCl substrate (Figure 3b and c). A smaller group of needles
(∼10%) was oriented + or −11.5° with respect to the main
group, which corresponds to the eight <023> directions on the
substrate (Figure 4).
At driving forces beyond Δμ/kT ≈ 1.9, a sudden rise in
needle density occurs. The surface is completely covered by a
high density of small, epitaxial needles parallel to <011> on
(100) NaCl (Figure 3d).
The morphology of the epitaxial anthraquinone crystals
depends on the supersaturation as follows from Figure 3b−d.
At the lower driving forces 0.25 < Δμ/kT < 0.6, the needles are
block shaped with ﬂat end and side faces as schematized in
Figure 5. The morphology and orientation of these crystals is
determined using SEM and X-ray diﬀraction. Only the needles
oriented along the <011> substrate directions are considered.
The contact face of the monoclinic anthraquinone crystals
(space group: P21/c, a = 7.87, b = 3.96, c = 15.78 Å, and β =
102.7°36) with the substrate is (10−2). This implies that the
plane of the anthraquinone molecules, i.e., the line connecting
the two oxygen atoms of each molecule, is oriented more or
less perpendicular to the substrate surface, as shown in Figure
Figure 3. Anthraquinone on {100} NaCl. (a) Tsource = 322.4 K, Tsub = 321.6 K, Δμ/kT = 0.1, scale bar = 0.2 mm; (b) Tsource = 312.5 K, Tsub = 310.6
K, Δμ/kT = 0.26, scale bar = 0.1 mm; (c) Tsource = 322.4 K, Tsub = 311.2 K, Δμ/kT = 1.5, scale bar = 0.1 mm; (d) Tsource = 322.5 K, Tsub = 304.9 K,
Δμ/kT = 2.4; scale bar = 0.02 mm.
Figure 4. Optical polarization micrograph showing the diﬀerent
epitaxial orientations of anthraquinone on (100) NaCl. The main
group of needles points toward the [011] and [0−11] directions of
the substrate. Tsource = 334.7 K, Tsub = 324.4 K, Δμ/kT = 1.27, scale
bar = 0.1 mm.
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6. This is diﬀerent from the well studied larger (planar)
molecule PTCDA. Here, thick ﬁlms grown by MBE again show
the same structure as the bulk phase, but now with the
molecular plane parallel to the graphite substrate surface.17
The lattice mismatch of the (1 0−2) anthraquinone face in
contact with the (100) NaCl substrate is low. The
anthraquinone b axis (3.963 Å) and its perpendicular vector
2a⃗ + c ⃗ (19.67 Å) correspond with the 1/2[011] (3.988 Å) and
the 5/2[01−1] (19.94 Å) distances of the (100) NaCl surface,
respectively (Figure 6b). In the notation introduced by Hooks
et al.,16 this is
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These values stand for a lattice mismatch of 0.62% and 1.4% in
the two directions.
To accommodate this minor lattice mismatch, the lowest
molecular anthraquinone layer(s) may be somewhat diﬀerent
from the layers above, being adapted by elastic deformation,
dislocations,37 slight rotation,16,17 or static distortion waves.20
So, the actual accommodation of the epitaxial crystals to the
substrate, determined by the lowest molecular layers, is in fact
a more complex issue, the secrets of which are hidden by the
overgrown crystal.
The end faces of the block shaped needles are {020}, the
side faces are (100) and (002), and the upper face is (−102) as
depicted in Figure 5.
The needle orientation was conﬁrmed by optical polar-
ization microscopy. Extinction occurs if the crossed polarizers
are parallel and perpendicular to the needle axis, which is
parallel to the b axis of the anthraquinone structure. This
matches with the point group 2/m of the crystals, where the
mirror plane is perpendicular to the needle axis.
Atomic force microscopy of the (−102) top faces shows that
this face grows via steps of 0.7 and 1.4 nm in height (Figure
7a), which corresponds with half and one unit cell height in
this direction (d10−2 = 0.69 nm). The steps originate from
growth spirals. The (100) and (002) side faces also show low
steps, being 0.7 and 1.3 nm in height (Figure 7b). Here, steps
originate from spirals as well as from the contact line between
the substrate and crystal. No evidence of a posteriori
evaporation of the crystals was found by AFM.
At higher supersaturation, Δμ/kT > 0.6, the {020} end faces
of the needle crystals are no longer ﬂat but split up into many
ultrathin needles (Figures 3c and 8). This points to kinetic
roughening38,39 of this face, which in turn leads to morphologic
instability.40,41 In the supersaturation range 1 < Δμ/kT < 2,
the tips of the ultrathin needles are rounded with a radius
between 0.11 and 0.14 μm, as was measured by SEM.
At the highest supersaturation Δμ/kT ≥ 1.9, a sudden,
dramatic increase in epitaxial needle density occurs, as shown
in Figure 3d. The morphology and orientation of the crystals is
similar to that found in the 1 < Δμ/kT < 2 regime, including
the thin needle splitting at the tips. The average needle length
is small as the growing needles collide against their neighbors
and stop growing.
3.2. Nucleation. As concerns the nucleation of the
anthraquinone crystals on the (100) NaCl substrates, we can
Figure 5. Morphology of anthraquinone on (100) NaCl.
Figure 6. Anthraquinone on (100) NaCl: (a) red line, anthraquinone
(10−2) contact face; green line, (002) side face; and blue line, (100)
side face; view projected along ∼[020]. (b) View from top including
the (100) NaCl substrate surface, showing the near lattice match in
two perpendicular directions. Blue, Na+; green, Cl−.
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distinguish three supersaturation regimes (Figures 3 and 9):
(I) At Δμ/kT < 0.25, no epitaxial nucleation was encountered,
and the density of the nuclei was very low. The randomly
oriented, block shaped anthraquinone crystallites (Figure 3a)
probably originate from dust, submicron anthraquinone
particles “spilled” from the source material, or very small
NaCl particles that formed during NaCl cleavage. (II) For 0.25
< Δμ/kT < 1.9, epitaxial nucleation takes place at relatively low
densities, generally starting from cleavage macrosteps on the
NaCl substrate (Figure 3b and c). The cleavage process to
obtain the (100) faces gives rise to a higher macrostep density
at the peripheral regions of the substrate and thus to a higher
nuclei density at these places. Sloat and Menzies already noted
this.10 All crystallites nucleated at approximately the same time,
when the cell had reached stable conditions. After this period,
the crystals grew further, but no additional nuclei were formed.
First growing at a low driving force and then increasing the
supersaturation by lowering the substrate temperature gives
rise to additional nucleation between the crystals already
formed. The increase in nuclei density as a function of driving
force follows Nnucl ≈ 380 × Δμ/kT mm−2 (Figure 9), but with
a very large spread in the values. The preferential nucleation at
macrostep sites is explained by a lower activation barrier as
compared to nucleation on the planar (100) face. The
relatively low number of nuclei formed is due to the limited
number of macrosteps, i.e., a restricted number of nucleation
sites. As the activation barrier for nucleation lowers for
increasing driving force, also less favorable sites at the
macrosteps become available; this increases the number of
nuclei. (III) For Δμ/kT > 1.9, a sudden, dramatic increase in
nucleation density of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude is observed
everywhere on the substrate (Figures 3d and 9). Here, the
epitaxial nucleation likely occurs on the ideally ﬂat (100)
surfaces or at the multitude of monatomic steps and not only
at the macrosteps. Nucleation at the monatomic steps could
not be veriﬁed by AFM as the relatively large crystallites mask
the original sites of their birth. The nucleation does not take
place at preferred positions on the substrate. This was veriﬁed
by repeating growth at a driving force Δμ/kT = 2.0 and Tsource
= 318 K followed by complete evaporation of the crystals by
raising Tsub. After seven cycles of growth and etching,
nucleation did not happen even once at the same place on
the substrate. The crystals nucleate at random, although some
preferential nucleation still occurs at the macrosteps. As a
consequence of the higher driving force, the activation barrier
for nucleation is so low that germs can easily be formed on the
plane (100) substrate or at monatomic steps. As the number of
suitable sites is now orders of magnitude larger than the sites at
the macrosteps, the number of nuclei increases greatly, despite
the activation barrier being higher.
3.3. Growth. To obtain evidence for surface diﬀusion on
the substrate, growth rates of the anthraquinone crystals were
measured as a function of Tsource and Tsub (i.e., Δμ/kT). Figure
10 shows the length increase of two diﬀerent anthraquinone
needles as a function of time. One crystal grew in two
directions, the second one in one direction due to an early
collision with another needle. It can be seen that the growth
rate is constant in time. This constant speed was observed for
all experiments, even on a time scale of days, demonstrating
the stability of the growth setup. The growth rates were
obtained from half the slope of the linear least-square ﬁt of the
growth curves of those crystals that grew in both directions.
Growth rates for the diﬀerent Tsource values as a function of
Δμ/kT are given in Figure 11, both for the longitudinal and
lateral directions of the needles. It is clear that the growth rates
increase for increasing Tsource and Δμ/kT. Figure 12 shows the
logarithm of the growth rate for Tsource = 318 K as a function of
Δμ/kT for both the longitudinal and the lateral directions. A
Figure 7. (a) AFM micrograph of the (−102) top face of
anthraquinone (Tsource = 313.0 K, Tsub = 306.8 K, Δμ/kT = 0.89).
(b) AFM micrograph of the (100) or (002) side face of
anthraquinone showing a double spiral pattern (Tsource = 314.0 K,
Tsub = 311.0 K, Δμ/kT = 0.52). Scale bar in both images = 1.0 μm.
Figure 8. SEM micrograph showing tip splitting of the anthraquinone
face (020) end face into numerous ultrathin needles (Tsource = 322.5
K, Tsub = 308.1 K, Δμ/kT = 1.94, scale bar 10 μm).
Figure 9. Nucleation density of the anthraquinone crystallites as a
function of driving force Δμ/kT, showing the three supersaturation
regimes. Tsource is 313 or 323 K.
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similar exponentional behavior (or power law in terms of
pressure) of the growth rate
i
k
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μ μ= ·Δ = ·Δ +
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R K A kT R A kT B
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P
exp( / ), ln / or
A
eq (3)
was also found for the other three Tsource values (313, 323, and
333 K) in the interval Δμ/kT = 0.4−2.5 (Supporting
Information S1). Here, A and K are constants. For Tsource =
313 to 333, A goes from 3.4 to 2.6 for length growth and is
around 1.75 for width growth (Figure 13). This dissimilarity is
likely due to the larger inﬂuence of crystal incorporation
kinetics after surface diﬀusion for width growth as compared to
length growth.
Figure 10. Longitudinal crystal length as a function of time from the
start of the experiment for two diﬀerent crystals A and B. Crystal A
grows in two directions, crystal B only in one direction. Tsource = 333
K, Δμ/kT = 1.6.
Figure 11. Longitudinal (a) and lateral (b) growth rates as a function
of the driving force for the four Tsource values used in this study.
Figure 12. Logarithm of the anthraquinone crystal growth rates in the
longitudinal (left) and the lateral (right) directions as a function of
the driving force, Δμ/kT, at Tsource = 318 K.
Figure 13. A values (in eq 3) for longitudinal and lateral growth rates.
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3.4. Surface Diﬀusion. As elucidated in Supporting
Information SI 2, the maximum needle growth rate, if growth
is determined by the direct impingement of growth units on
the top faces, is given by
π
=v V P
mkT
S
2max
long
cell
(4)
Here, vmax
long is the maximal growth rate in the needle’s length
direction; P, the anthraquinone vapor pressure at Tsource; m, the
mass of one anthraquinone molecule; and S, the sticking
fraction. Vcell is the volume of the crystallographic unit cell
containing two anthraquinone molecules. The maximal value
of S is 1. The maximal growth rates calculated for the diﬀerent
Tsource values are summarized in Table 1.
It is clear that the maximal growth rates in Table 1 are far
less than the observed values, which range between 3 × 10−3
μm/s for the lowest Δμ/kT to 0.5 μm/s for the highest driving
forces (Figure 11). This indicates that the dominant supply of
growth units to the needle tips must proceed via diﬀusion over
the (100) NaCl surface. Diﬀusion over the needle’s upper and
side faces toward the tip does not play a main role as the length
growth rate of the crystals does not increase in time, but
remains constant (Figure 10).
Figure 14 shows the route of the growth units toward the
crystal surfaces. Tip growth proceeds via surface diﬀusion over
the substrate (A) followed by surface diﬀusion over and
subsequent incorporation into the tip surface (B). For higher
supersaturations, Δμ/kT > 0.6, the tips are pointed and show
splitting, which indicates mass transport limited growth in step
A, followed by rapid incorporation in step B. At lower
supersaturation, the tip face is faceted, and growth rates are
low. Here, the tip is not kinetically roughened, and step B
partially slows down the growth rate. The latter also holds for
the slower growth of the planar needle side faces, here, step C.
From the above, it is clear that to permit crystal growth via
supply of growth units over the substrate surface, surface
diﬀusion on the anthraquinone crystal surfaces is also needed.
Additional evidence for this surface diﬀusion controlled
growth is the occurrence of the splitting of the needle top faces
at higher supersaturation (Figure 8), which is characteristic for
morphologic instability. Morphological instability is common
in transport limited growth,40,41 which in our case is surface
diﬀusion over the substrate surface. The decrease of needle tip
radius with increasing supersaturation (compare Figure 3b to
d) is also characteristic for mass transport limited growth.42
Surface diﬀusion also explains that the needles nucleate at
approximately the same moment. After nucleation, the crystals
start to grow and deplete the substrate surface area around
from growth units, which prohibits the formation of additional
nuclei.
The diﬀusion length of the ad-molecules can be estimated
from the decrease in growth rate if two crystals approach each
other competing for surrounding ad-molecules. However, in
our case, no decrease in growth rate was found, but in view of
the resolution of the optical system used, it should be realized
that no accurate growth rate change measurements could be
performed for intercrystal distances less than 10−20 μm.
Molecular details of the adsorption and transport of the
anthraquinone units on the substrate surface are not given
here, as this requires molecular dynamics simulations, which is
beyond the scope of this experimental paper. Computer
modeling nevertheless can provide an estimate of the
orientation and density of the adsorbed anthraquinone
molecules. Supporting Information S3 gives a discussion on
the surface coverage of the anthraquinone molecules on the
(100) NaCl surface. The energetically most favorable
orientation of a single adsorbed anthraquinone molecule is
planar with its length direction pointing toward one of the
<001> directions on the (100) NaCl surface (Figure 15).
Here, the negatively charged oxygen atoms of the anthraqui-
none molecule strongly interact with the Na+ substrate ions.
DFT calculation gives an adsorption energy of 0.54 eV/
molecule. However, the DFT method used here under-
estimates the attractive van der Waals interaction to some
extent, which has an essential contribution to the adsorption
energy as shown by Aldahhak et al. for a similar but larger
molecule on (001) NaCl.43 So, the actual adsorption energy is
likely 0.1−0.2 eV higher. As elaborated in S3, this corresponds
to a surface coverage ranging from θ = 0.02 to 0.40, far from
Table 1. Calculated Maximum Tip Growth Rates, Assuming
No Surface Diﬀusion, for Diﬀerent Vapor Source
Temperatures
Tsource in K maximal growth rate without surface diﬀusion (μm/s)
313 6.43 × 10−4
318 1.25 × 10−3
323 2.38 × 10−3
333 8.13 × 10−3
Figure 14. Route of the anthraquinone growth units toward the
needle’s tip and side faces.
Figure 15. Minimum energy conﬁguration of an isolated adsorbed
anthraquinone molecule, laying ﬂat and pointing its length direction
toward [001] on the (100) NaCl substrate. Green, Cl−; purple, Na+.
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the needle crystals, which is suﬃcient for the surface diﬀusion
controlled supply of growth units. Unfortunately, the surface
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of anthraquinone molecules on (100)
NaCl is not known. In addition, it should be realized that the
situation is further complicated by the possible presence of
“frozen” water molecules on the NaCl surface.33,34 Therefore,
an advanced molecular modeling, including the occurrence of
water, is needed to clarify the situation more precisely.
The planar orientation of an isolated diﬀusing molecule is
determined by the substrate−molecule interaction. A 2D or
3D crystal nucleus is formed by tipping up the ﬂat laying
molecules, leading to a perpendicular orientation, contacting
adjacent perpendicular molecules as drawn in Figure 6. Here,
the intermolecular interactions play an essential role as well.
3.5. Mechanisms of Growth. Finally, it is to be realized
that relation 3 is purely empirical as the growth process is
complex and involves several coupled processes occurring
simultaneously. In all cases, the supply of growth units
proceeds by surface diﬀusion, but at the lowest supersaturation,
interface kinetics plays a role as well, leading to faceted top
faces. At higher supersaturation, kinetic roughening sets in,
giving nonfaceted top faces, and at the highest supersaturation,
growth is completely controlled by surface mass transport
leading to morphological instability. In fact, the three
supersaturation domains each follow a diﬀerent R(Δμ/kT)
behavior, but this is neglected in the very approximate eq 3.
Detailed interpretation would be too speculative and therefore
is avoided.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The vapor growth crystallization of anthraquinone on {100}
NaCl substrates has been investigated quantitatively as a
function of driving force, Δμ/kT = ln(P/Peq). Morphology,
nucleation rates, and growth rates have been studied. For this
purpose, a growth cell has been designed that allows for in situ
observation of the growth process at well-deﬁned conditions
using optical microscopy. Ex-situ characterization of the
deposits was performed using SEM, AFM, and polarization
microscopy.
Epitaxial growth of anthraquinone crystals sets in from
driving forces Δμ/kT > 0.3. The majority of the needle shaped
crystals grow in the <011> directions of the substrate and a
minority (∼10%) in the <023> directions. The anthraquinone
contact face with the substrate is (10−2). Further, the
morphology of the needle crystals is bounded by (100) and
(002) side faces, a (−102) upper face, and {020} tip faces. For
Δμ/kT > 0.6, the tip face is no longer faceted, but kinetically
roughened.
The density of nuclei formed increases slowly from Δμ/kT =
0.3 to 1.8. Here, the epitaxial crystallites nucleate at the
cleavage macrosteps on the NaCl substrates. From Δμ/kT =
1.9 and upward, the number density of nuclei rapidly increases
by orders of magnitude. Here, nucleation occurs at random
positions or at step sites of monomolecular height on the
substrate.
The length and width growth rate of the epitaxial
anthraquinone needles increases exponentially with Δμ/kT.
Comparing maximal tip growth rates calculated using kinetic
gas theory with observed values shows that direct supply of
growth units from the vapor phase to the crystal top surface is
by far insuﬃcient to explain the needle growth rates.
Therefore, the main supply of growth units to the crystals
proceeds via impingement on and subsequent diﬀusion over
the NaCl substrate surface.
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